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THE SILVERLINK,  WALLSEND,  NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE,  TYNE & WEAR,  NE28 9ND

Technical:  (0191)  280 9914    E-Mail:  technical@hacel.co.uk    Web:  www.hacel.co.uk

1.  Ensure electrical supply is isolated before fitting and/or making any electrical connections. 
 Luminaires should be disconnected from the mains supply before any High Voltage Insulation tests are carried out.

2.  Three lenses are supplied as follows:

3.  The lenses are also marked on the legs with A for Anti-Panic, E for Escape Route and S for Spot.

4.  To change the lens, gently insert a terminal driver into the slot either side of the bezel and carefully lever the 
 fitted lens out.

5.  Push the new lens into place ensuring that the two long legs and the one shorter leg are aligned with the slots. 
 The lenses will only fit one way, do not force them.

6.  Fit a suitable connector (not supplied) to the luminaire cable that will fit through the cut out.

7.  Cut a 43mm diameter hole in the mounting surface.

8.  Before connecting the Mains supply, plug the Blue Harness into the Battery connection ensuring the safety tab is 
 located correctly. The Battery connection should be made only when a permanent mains supply to the building is in place.

9.  Bring the Mains/Dimming cabling through the cut out.

10.  Make the Mains/Dimming connections to the luminaire cable according to the information on the label.

11.  Feed the Battery through the cut out and then carefully lift the legs of the luminaire fixing springs and feed into the  
 cut out.

12.  Centre the luminaire to ensure none of the cut out is visible.

13.  Reconnect the electrical supply and test the installation.
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